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1. Energy security in general
2. Russian energy dependence in new EU member countries
3. Visegrad cooperation and EU10 co-operation potential

Differentiate between qualitative and notional dependence – What is
your problem with dependency?

Dependency is a matter of management – What is your solution to the problem?

Size, quality of governance matter
– What can your country solve alone and what not?

EU10 provides 2,45% of global energy consumption (2008)
EU10 total gas imports equals to 61% of German imports (2007)
EU total gas imports from Russia is less than Russian gas supplied
for domestic electricity generation.
Gazprom revenues almost two times bigger than Bulgarian GDP.

Challenges before EU10:
1. High level of oil price exposure – low energy efficiency, low level of GDP,
strong oil-link to gas pricing, high marginal CH-cost growth patterns,
oil price in the range of high and extreme until 2020.
Potential consequences: lower growth rates, social tensions in some particular
countries, macroeconomic disbalances
GLOBAL SOLUTION NEEDED, low national or regional influence.
2. Russian gas supply dependence – security concerns over physical supply,
higher price levels
National and regional policies can significantly contribute to the
management of these problems.

Gazprom has a gas market dominance – Russian behaviour is fully understandable
in the light of its postions in EU10. As long as we do not test them in a more
competitive environment, we do not test its real quality as an exporter.

A succesful market structure – oil exports from Russia. Both alternative supply
routes and strategic reserves are present. Consequently Russian exports
remain competetive, secure and provides beneficial synergies for CEE.

Two main considerations for Gazprom:
Russian is a high fixed cost producer – harsh climate at production
locations, long and land-locked transit routes.
Concerns over demand security – transport investments locked in, no short
or mid-term flexibility at export destinations, volatile demand.

Consequences: Both investment needs and risks are relatively high in global
comparison. Long payback period combined with high demand uncertainty.

How to share the costs and risks between producer and consumer?

Specifics of Russian long-term gas contracts:
1. Oil-price linked price setting – price levels cartellized by OPEC,
gas-OPEC exists.
Price risks are taken by consumers.
2. Extreme long duration (15-25 years) and low swing (us. 15%) in
take-or-pay clausules – inflexible contract structure.
Demand risks are also taken by importers.
3. Export price differentiation through destination clauses (in the past) and
infrastructure bottlenecks.
Gazprom devolves as much risks as it can to consumers. No effective
risk sharing in the current Gazprom contractual system. No problem
with Russian gas, but with its conditions.

Gazprom pricing correlates with its pricing power and access to domestic margins:

„Distant markets” – UK, France
„Western synergies” – Germany,
Austria, Finland
„Sell and go” – Italy, Poland, Hungary,
Greece
„Ambivalent partners” – Bulgaria,
Romania
„Tough love” – Ukraine, Belarus,
Turkey

Potential challenges to existing Gazprom status quo:
1. Domestic production (shale gas, renewables) – low direct impact in Europe until
2020, significant supply pressure on the global scale.
2. Alternative supply routes (4th Corridor) – low impact with high probability, high
impact for EU10 with low probability.
3. Rise of LNG and accompanied structural changes on the European gas markets
Decouples gas and oil prices, highly competitive, still progressing
technology, oversupply at least until 2015. LNG tranforms gas markets
to similar to that of oil in 20 years.

How Gazprom is going to adapt its policies to the new environment?
How EU10 can accomodate to and benefit from these trends?

Trade-off between future increase in export volumes and preserving price formula.
In the evolving European gas market a real chance to change Gazprom’s
conditions is present.
Preserving take-or-pay, shortening contract duration and more flexible
pricing is an affordable and accessible solution for EU10.

How can new members enhance the overspill of Western gas market dynamics:

1. Increasing interconnectivity – improves security of supplies, optimizes national
allocations and prices.
2. Harmonizing regulatory policies – increases scale of economies, decreases
investment and regulatory risks („one-ticket policy”).
3. Tackling with oligopol actors – Enhanced transparency and regulation both on
national and EU level.
4. Bringing/letting alternative supplies into the region.

Regional market provides more security of supplies, optimizes capacity
allocations, decreases investment risks – Oil market is a regional one!

Potential energy problems and pitfalls in EU10:

1. Low quality of national energy policy, no independent information at decision making.
2. No co-ordination at energy planning – „Nuclear renaissence in CEE”
3. Low management capabilities – „Olkiluto example”
4. Regional projects without regional harmonization – „South Stream”, LNG
5. EU 20-20-20 implemented exclusively in national regulatory, budgetary frameworks.
6. Energy efficiency programmes, same patterns, different solutions – „house insulation”

Thank you for your attention!

